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HOW TO GET RID OFF FROM ,....

          if you are reading the title than i am sure that you are thinking that its
not proper sentence but before thinking like that just think in our life we
really confused between things . if you chose one particular work then
believe  , when you doing that stuff that if i was did that work if this stuff
don't workout then i mean we have lots of confusion for simple things

      let's illustrate that sentence , because if want something or want to do
something then there are necessary that you have idea about what do you
want to do , particular any which area , which type of work 

         lets explain , if want start to doing something than you just some
difficulty to decide your goal , your thinking . there are some factor that
effect on you 

   # Confusion : 

                         It does not matter what you are thinking , important thing  is
that are you confused ? because if confused than believe me you are not
sure about what you are want to do or what you are thinking  to do .if you
getting confused then they are less chance that you can complete this or
those task as you want to complete . 

                       Best way to get read off from confusion is that just choose
what do you want , list it out than after think about every possible way .
After thinking everything just  choose any one way  and just do that , it is
best way because if you confuse between two things then i am sure that if
you choose idea one over two than after some time you think that if what i
had choose idea 2 so , it is always   there so just pick one thing and do that 
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                              EVERYONE HAVE DREAM , Every one want to
complete their dream but as fact that there are only few  people who can
complete their dream , because not every one serious about their dream .
Most of people think about dream , after some delaying they start think
about how to they can complete their dream .Far away they are right till
now but every one make mistake after this situation 

                     Mistake is that we don't know how to start work for our dream ,
means you have dream obviously you have to find your way , no one can
help you or no one can do it on behalf of you , so we just thinking that how
can i do that , and by doing that most of us , we just wasting our time , if
you start some action for your goal then you have some idea about how
you can work on goal , by doing some work on goal you can find your way
to dream goal . 
                     If you just thinking about your goal and you just doing nothing ,
i mean you are not close to your goal but far away from your goal . 

                    So , wake up and start doing work towards your goal , by just
thinking , by just talking and most importantly delaying , you can not
achieve your goal 

           "    PROCRASTINATION  IS YOUR ENEMY , WHICH IS INSIDE IN
YOU " 
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Daman dairies
Hello         First off I want tell you that this is my first blog so.. I will try
that I will explain what I want it...let's start i...
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